The Academic Senate of the 3rd Faculty of Medicine of Charles University in Prague according to §27, para. 1 letter b) and §33 para. 1 letter e) Act No. 111/1998 Coll. On universities and the changes and completion of other laws (Law on Universities) in full and according to art. 10, para. 1 letter b) of the Statute of the 3rd Faculty of Medicine in Prague agreed to these regulations on the distribution of scholarships at the 3rd Faculty of Medicine and their internal regulations:

Article I

Subject of correction

This order is in accordance to the art. 4 para. 5 of the scholarship Act of Charles University in Prague (further „Act“) and states the conditions of receiving a scholarship for excellent study scores to students from the 3rd Faculty of Medicine in Prague (further “faculty”).

Article II

Scholarship for excellent study scores

1) A scholarship for excellent study scores (further “proficiency scholarship”) is distributed to students in the Master’s study program and in the Bachelor study program at the faculty that have received excellent study scores in the previous area of study (art.4 para.5 of the Study and Examination Rules of Charles University, further “Study Rules”).

2) The proficiency scholarship is based on the average of the exams completed in the previous period of study, where all the exams and corrective terms are accounted for. The scholarship is distributed to at least 10 % of the students in the Master’s and Bachelor programs at the faculty studying in the second or following years of study where no hindrance occurred by art. 8 and obtained the stated average and received at least 60 credits in the previous study period. The total amount of students that cover the 10 % will be rounded up.

3) The proficiency scholarship will go to the students that,
   a. Have no hindrance in receiving the scholarship (see art. III of these rules) and
   b. Those that aren’t registered in the first year of study

   They are subdivided into study programs and years where the students that have extended their studies are considered to be in the last year of study by the standard study period. Therefore:
   - Group A – all bachelor study programs
   - Group B – master’s study program in general medicine
     - Subgroup B1 – third and fifth
     - Subgroup B 2 – second, fourth and sixth year

4) In individual subgroups the students will divide according to their study average by paragraph 2:
   a. First will be the students with a normal amount of credits and during the previous study period received at least 60 credits,
   b. Further then (divided by average) students that have received a normal amount of credits and during the previous study period received at least 50 credits and
   c. Further (divided by average) other students,

   where in group A and in subgroup B 2 where all students that have not extended their period of study.

5) In the case of a subgroup where students are studying by a non-credit system of study, those that have completed their study responsibilities will be put first and then the other students.

6) The proficiency scholarship will be given to the first ten percent of students rounded up. It is always fair. The proficiency scholarship will be given either given or not given to the student with the same value selected.

7) If the student at the faculty is registered in more than one study program or areas of study, the proficiency scholarship will be given only once. If the student in the past has been studying by an individual study plan or in a different program or faculty, the dean will decide on the distribution of the scholarship.

8) The data is evaluated to October 31st of that year. The list of eligible students will be given no later than November 20th of that year and officially notified by December 1st of that year.
Article III

Hindrance in receiving the scholarship

The proficiency scholarship cannot be given or paid out to

a) Students not studying full-time,

b) If the study period in the bachelor or master study program (art. 5 para. 8 of the Study Rules) extends over the standard study period by over a year,

c) If the study period is halted for over one day,

d) If the student is on probation from being expelled from school.

e) If the student ever studied in a different form of study than full-time.

Article IV

Joint and Final Enactment

1) In the Academic year 2006/2007 the students that will receive the proficiency scholarship will be named by December 20th, 2006. Some students will receive the scholarship by January 15th, 2007 at the latest.

2) This order was approved by the academic senate of the faculty on 14.11.2006

3) This order is effective from the day of approval by the academic senate of the university

4) This order is effective five days after its approval.

MUDr. David Marx, Ph.D. Doc. MUDr. Bohuslav Svoboda, CSc. Prof. RNDr. Václav Hála, DrSc.
chairman of the AS 3.MF CU dean of the 3.MF CUK chairman of the AS UK

(1) §9 para. 1 letter b) of the law on universities. This regulation was approved by the Academic Senate on 1.12.2006.